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Cosmorama 

Fabric dams. Greenhouse. Light
house. Russian news. Space spin-off. 
Flying tanlcer. Big split. Edible glass. 
Power from the .sea. Magnetic levi-
tation. Concept of educational 
mobility. University without walls. 
Student housing around Canterbiin^ 
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Eco-tech 

Revolutionary engineering. Ecology 
of housing. Technology for an alter
native society. 
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Purely precast 

Andrew Rabeneck assesses some of 
Angelo Mangiarotti's recent work. 
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Books 

144 
Sector 

Consultant editor, Royston London 
Alexander Messinger and Robert Le 
Ricolais discuss 'continuous flow 
transportation networks as new 
urban patterns.' 

149 
Capsules 

KisabuiO Kawakarni describes types 
of capsule buildings which have been 
developing in Japan 
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Stirling University 

The University of Stirling is the last 
but one of the 'New Universities' (as 
opposed to reconstituted Colleges of 
Advanced Technology and upgraded 
affiUated colleges) to be found during 
the period of expansion of higher 
education in Britain in the '60s. I t is 
the only New University to be 
founded in Scotland, and has 
subsequently become the showpiece 
of Scottish higher education. It 's 
buildings by Sir Robert Matthew, 
Johnson Marshal and Partners,, 
reflect, more so than the 
CLASP-bui l t Y o r k University, 
designed by the same architects, an 
air of 'distinction'. Set in green 
parkland outside the town of StirUng 
the university has come upon many 
of the problems encountered by the 
older new foundations. Peter Murray 
discusses these problems, some of 
which wil l disappear in time, some 
wil l become accepted and some wil l 
remain. The buildings and the site 
seem to work well as architectural 

and organisational forms within the 
terms of the brief, but in the study of 
such a group of buildings one must 
question whether the brief was broad 
enough in scope or in the evaluation 
of the need for future change. I f one 
believes that a University must play a 
wider role in society than merely as a 
place for pursuing knowledge for its 
own sake - and this would seem an 
essential belief i f one looks at the 
wider universal intake, the dis 
enchantment with the binary system, 
the growing need for some kind of 
education permanente and the dis
illusionment of unemployed 
graduates and new developments in 
communications techniques - then a 
fundamental reappraisal of the brief 
is necessary. To date, despite tlieir 
innovations in course-structuring and 
physical planning, the new univer
sities - except the Open University -
have provided little but imitations of 
the older university organisations. 
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Briefing: Theatres 

A monthly series of articles studying 
the current situation and future 
trends in various building categories. 
This month', Peter Moro traces the 
development of the theatre from its 
classical origin, and shows how one 

of tlie main aims of modem theatre 
design is to rediscover the lost re
lationship between actor and 
audience. 
Previously featured in this series'. 
Leisure Isuildings; shopping centres. 

Next month 
Buildings for British Ohvetti L td by 
Edward CuUinan & Partners. 

Briefing: airports, by Z. Striszic. 
Product guide: doors 
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Patterns of renewal 
Gcintlier Nitschke shows how the 
Japanese ceremonial destruction and 
renewal of religious shrines (and even 
cities) may point to earlier existing 
forms of building than those made of 
stone or clay. 

178 
Carib housing 

Peter Kloos has found it worthwhile 
to study the houses and settlement 
patterns of the Maroni River Caribs 
of Surinam (formerly Dutch Guiana, 
S. America) 

181 
Round-up 

Ant Farm's ferro-cement house. 
Ludwig Leo's boat storage building. 
Israel Presidential Residence. 
London's Dockland. Participation irf 
S. Essex. Planning aid service. 
Community design. No end to the 
housing problem. New problems for 
old. Use the R A H . Tension structure 
dismantled. Flower Kitchen. 
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Product guide 

The second of a series of monthly 
guides by Alexander Pike. This time 
he compares concrete flooring units. 
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